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If you cannot enter the deserts of Earth as the ancient Fathers did to heal their sins and to convert
their profound human condition, enter, child, into the desert of your heart.

In these final times, the things of the world are like magnets that constantly draw your
consciousness to the deepest abyss of darkness and perdition. But you, as a child of God, conscious
of His presence within you, can choose not to follow the tendencies of the Earth and to enter the
desert of your heart so that, alone and in solitude, you may find God.

Enter into dialogue with the Father every day and feel His divine proximity to your heart. Do not let
the things of the world consume you and have you forget or put into second place that which is the
real meaning of your existence.

Do not forget to contemplate, in your heart, the Universe as the Infinite, and to recognize your
smallness once again. The heart that recognizes itself as small, and is grateful to God with its
simplicity, opens the doors to Heaven, to the divine dimensions, to the higher reality, where truth is
revealed.

Let your prayers become ever more profound and sincere. Cross the threshold between being a child
and a companion of God to a living part of Him, renewing himself in His Creation, to return to the
All with a greater Love.

May the Divine Purpose always be visible to the eyes of your heart so that you never miss
opportunities to love, forgive, understand the neighbor and find God.

Your Father and Friend,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


